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Abstract

This chapter introduces a language game experiment for studying the formation of a shared lexicon when word meanings are not restricted to a single domain, but instead consist of any combination of perceptual features from many different domains. The main difficulty for the language users is that upon hearing a novel word they cannot be sure which aspects or properties of the referred object comprise the meaning of the word. We introduce an Adaptive Language Strategy which pays considerable attention to the adaptive nature of individual word meanings and allows the language user to use its linguistic items in a flexible manner, leading to extensive re-use. Using grounded language game experiments we show that this Adaptive Strategy elegantly copes with the problems introduced by using embodied robotic data and allows scaling towards large meaning spaces and population sizes. The strategy is further compared to a second one which lacks some of the adaptive and flexible features of the first strategy, and show that this non-adaptive strategy struggles to keep a high level of performance under taxing conditions.

1. Introduction

Previous chapters of this book have shown how a set of agents is able to bootstrap a lexicon for expressing perceptually grounded categories through evolutionary situated language games. But all case studies assumed (i) that word meanings
are concerned with a single semantic domain, e.g. colors, individuals, body postures, spatial relations, and (ii) that an utterance contains only a single word. Obviously none of these restrictions holds for human natural languages. Many words express bundles of categories and thus incorporate many different semantic domains. Moreover almost all utterances are compositional: More than one word is used to cover the set of categories that the speaker intends to convey. Human languages are therefore compositional (different words cover meaning sets that can be combined into a compositional utterance) rather than holistic (a single word covers all of the meaning).

Compositionality and multi-dimensionality are intertwined because if one word can cover many concepts and multiple words can be used, speakers need to decide how to divide up concepts over different words, and hearers are faced with the problem of finding out the part of meaning expressed by each word. For example, suppose the speaker wants to express \([\text{tall green bright block}]\). He may choose to do this holistically with a single word, say “dobido”, that expresses all these concepts, or with two words, for example, “bado” meaning \([\text{tall green}]\) and “zobo” \([\text{bright block}]\). But how can the hearer then know that “bado” does not mean \([\text{tall green bright}]\) and “zobo” \([\text{block}]\) or any other combination of possibilities? The problem grows exponentially, as opposed to linearly. For example, an object represented by twenty features leads to over one million possible subsets. Clearly a naive solution will not do.

The problem of compositionality and multi-dimensionality is commonly discussed in the philosophy of language literature in relation to the problem of “referential indeterminacy”, as introduced by Quine (1960) through his famous “Gavagai” example. Quine tells the story of a native who points to a rabbit and says “Gavagai” to a visitor who does not know his language. How can the visitor know what the native means? Besides “rabbit” he could also mean “brown furry animal”, “look at those long ears”, “my pet”, or “what we are going to have for dinner tonight”.

The contributions of this chapter are based on new experiments for real world grounded data obtained from embodied language games with a new strategy which tries to avoid the difficulties of the competitive approaches that have been explored previously. The Talking Heads experiments (Steels et al., 2002) also used embodied data although there are several differences. The reported experiments are based on humanoid robots (see figure 1), which introduces additional problems, and the agents are given no additional cognitive mechanisms to reduce uncertainty. The language strategy thus needs to cope with high levels of uncertainty regarding word meanings. We have also conducted experiments where the number of possible di-
dimensions is significantly scaled up compared to earlier experiments. The results indicate that the methods proposed in the literature do not scale up well in the case of multi-dimensional word meanings. This has lead to our new proposal which is based on the idea that agents continuously shape the meaning of a word. We call this an adaptive strategy in contrast to the competitive strategies discussed in earlier work.

2. Experimental Setup

The robotic setup we use is almost identical to the one introduced in the earlier chapter describing the Grounded Naming Game (Steels & Loetzsch, 2012, this volume) and similar to many other experiments that investigate the cultural transmission of language in embodied agents (e.g. Steels, 1999, Steels & Loetzsch, 2008, see Steels, 2001 for an overview).

Just like the Grounded Naming Game the experimental setup involves two humanoid robots (Fujita et al., 2003) with the ability to perceive physical objects in a shared environment using their cameras, to track these objects persistently over time and space and to extract features from these objects. The robots must establish
Figure 2. Visual perception of an example scene for robot A and B. On the top, the scene as seen through the cameras of the two robots and the object models constructed by the vision system are shown. The colored circles denote objects, the width of the circles represents the width of the objects and the position in the graph shows the position of the objects relative to the robot. Black arrows denote the position and orientation of the two robots. On the bottom, a subset of the features that were extracted for each object are shown. Since both robots view the scene from different positions and lighting conditions, their perceptions of the scenes, and consequently the features extracted from their object models, differ. Features that are different between the two robots are printed in italics.

joint attention (Tomasello, 1995) in the sense that they share the same environment, locate some objects in their immediate context, and know their mutual position and direction of view. Finally, there have to be non-linguistic behaviors for signaling whether a communicative interaction was successful and, in case of failure, the robots need to be able to point to the object they were talking about.

The robots maintain continuous and persistent models about the surrounding objects using probabilistic modeling techniques (Röfer et al., 2004; Spranger, 2008). As a result, each agent has a representation of every object in the scene, including estimated position, size and color properties (see the top of Figure 2). From each such model, values on seven continuous sensory channels are extracted, being the position of the object in an egocentric coordinate system (x and y), the estimated
size (width and height), the average brightness (luminance or lum), average color values on a green/red and a yellow/blue dimension (green-red and yell-blue). Optionally also the uniformity of the brightness and color values within the object (as the standard deviation of all pixels within the object region in the camera image) and the maximum and minimum values of these color channels can be added, resulting in a total of sixteen continuous channels per object.

Channel values are scaled between the interval of 0 and 1, which is then split into four regions, a technique that could be compared to discrimination trees (Steels, 1997; Smith, 2001). One out of four Boolean features is assigned to an object for each channel according to the intervals of each channel value. For example the green/red value for obj-506 in Figure 2 is 0.88, so the assigned feature is green-red-4. We refer to the list of objects with their associated features as the sensory context.

**Figure 3.** Flow of one language game. A speaker and a hearer follow a routinized script. Populations of agents gradually reach consensus about the meanings of words by taking turn being speaker and hearer in thousands of such games.
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Just like in the Naming Game all agents start with empty lexicons and have never before seen any of the physical objects in their environment. At the beginning of a game the agents establish a joint attentional scene (Tomasello, 1995) – a situation in which both robots attend to the same set of objects in the environment and register the position and orientation of the other robot. Once such a state is reached, the game starts. One of the agents is randomly assigned to take the role of the speaker and the other the role of the hearer. Both agents perceive a sensory context (as described above) from the joint attentional scene. The speaker randomly picks one object from his context to be the topic of this interaction. His communicative goal will be to describe the topic such that the hearer is able to point to it. He thus constructs an utterance, inventing new words when necessary (these mechanisms are described in detail in the following section). The hearer parses the utterance using his own lexicon and points to the object from his own perception of the scene that he believes to be most probable given the utterance. In case the hearer did not point to the correct topic, the speaker will point to the object he intended otherwise he just signals success (by nodding his head). The result is that at the end of the game the hearer knows the intended topic, but not the subset of features the speaker chose to express and certainly not how the words themselves relate to this. Finally, at the end of each interaction both agents modify their lexicons slightly based on the sensory context, the topic and the utterance (alignment).

Since conducting thousands of such language games with real robots would be very time-consuming and also because we wanted repeatable and controlled experiments, we recorded the perceptions of the two robots (as in Figure 2) for 150 different scenes, each containing between two and four different objects of varying position and orientation out of a set of ten physical objects. A random scene from this collection is then chosen in every language game and the two different perceptions of robots A and B are presented to the two interacting agents. In these simulations, agents point to objects by transmitting the x and y coordinates of the objects (in their own egocentric reference system). The agent receiving these coordinates can transform them into a location relative to its own position using the offset and orientation of the other robot.

3. Approaches to lexical language formation

Whether the agents can successfully bootstrap and align a lexicon depends entirely on the strategy they follow during their local interactions. Only by engaging in interactions do the agents receive (indirect) feedback whether the expansions or updates of their linguistic inventory went in the right direction. Expansion can be
either invention of new lexical entries by the speaker or adoption of novel exposures to word forms by the hearer. Alignment is achieved by updating scores associated with each lexical entry. These scores generally capture usage-based statistics, for example how many times the word was used in a successful game. These scores influence the choice of words in later language games and as such self-organising principles come into play.

Compositionality and meaning uncertainty has been studied for a decade in the literature on machine learning (Oates, 2003) and through evolutionary language games. One of the first large-scale experiments in artificial language evolution (the so called Talking Heads experiment (Steels et al., 2002)) used single-word utterances, but the problem of meaning uncertainty had to be addressed already because the topic to be identified in a game of reference had many different possible features, such as height, width, location, color or shape.

The term Naming Game became commonly adopted to refer to language games where there is no meaning uncertainty but there is still form uncertainty, and agents have to dampen this in order to arrive at a shared coherent lexicon, for example by lateral inhibition (figure 4a. Form uncertainty is the result of different agents inventing new words for the same meaning not knowing that a word already exists in the population.

The term Guessing Game has come to be used to refer to language games where both types of uncertainty happen, for example the word “tall” might be hypothesized at some point by a language user to involve the height as well as the width dimension because the topic in the language game had both characteristics (figure 4b. Meaning uncertainty arises because multiple meanings can possibly be associated to a novel word and the hearer cannot, with only one exposure, determine which meaning is intended by the speaker.

The earliest approaches to deal with meaning uncertainty (Steels, 1999) used a discriminative approach: The hearer tried to make the best possible guess of the meaning of an unknown word and stored this hypothesis. The best possible guess would be the one that is most discriminative in the present context or most salient from a perceptual point of view, or that had the highest score based on past usage. If in another context the hypothesized meaning did not work out, a new hypothesis was stored. Each meaning-form relation in the lexicon has a score and the scores are updated using the lateral inhibition dynamics also effective for damping synonymy: If a particular word meaning lead to a successful game, its score is increased and the score of competing meanings is decreased. If it lead to an unsuccessful game, the scored is decreased. An example of this approach has been shown in the ear-
Figure 4. Distinction between Naming Games and Guessing Games. Lexicons map meanings to forms. Meanings are denoted here with symbols in square brackets (e.g. ‘height-3’ refers to a range of heights) and forms with strings. In the Naming Game a meaning can have multiple forms (synonymy). In the Guessing Game the same form can have multiple meanings (meaning uncertainty) and the same meaning multiple forms (synonymy).
example De Beule & Bergen (2006) has shown that when there is competition between specific (many features) and general (one feature) words, the general words win over the specific ones because they are used more often – resulting again in a one-to-one mapping such as in Figure 4b. A variant of this last model will be used later to compare against the alternative language strategy that we will study in this paper.

The problem of multi-word utterances has also been studied intensely. Some proposals have argued that holistic utterances come first (Wray, 1998) and then (by chance) some recurring sections of utterances became associated with recurring meanings (Smith, 2008). An alternative proposal which turns out to be much more efficient and cognitively more plausible is based on re-use (Van Looveren, 1999): Speakers utilize all available words to cover the meaning they try to convey and if some parts are missing, new words are invented for those parts. Listeners can reconstruct partial meaning based on their own inventory and will thus have an easier time to guess the meaning of newly invented words. Alignment, as discussed in the previous sections, then does the necessary work in coordinating which words survive in the population and how much meaning they cover. Agent-based computer simulations have shown that this straightforward mechanism leads indeed to the emergence of a compositional language (Van Looveren, 1999; De Beule & Bergen, 2006; Paul, 2005), and it works both for one-dimensional meanings as for multi-dimensional ones.
Figure 6. A representation for a possible word “wabazu” which agents could invent. Remark that [y–1] has a score of only 0.1 denoting that the agent is quite uncertain whether it is part of the conventional meaning of “wabazu”.

According to the adaptive strategy, the meanings of words are multi-dimensional as they comprise any combination of perceptual features. This can be exploited by not only keeping scores related to the entire lexical entry, as is done in competition-based strategies (see Figure 4c), but by maintaining certainty scores for each individual meaning component associated with the word. In what follows, we refer to this representation of meaning as a weighted set.

By allowing the lexical entries to internally keep track of the certainty of their associated features and allowing agents to modify these scores based on use the representation becomes adaptive, hence the name Adaptive Strategy. Because the meaning representation itself is adaptive, the agents are, in contrast to most cross situational learning models, not required to maintain and update a set of competing meanings for a new word. It follows that during production and interpretation (discussed in detail later) there is no need to choose between competing hypotheses since there is only a single hypothesis. As an example of this representation, the meaning of the artificial word “wabazu” in Figure 6 is the complete set of scored associated features.

The rest of this paper describes first the evolutionary language game setup used in the experiments reported here. Then the adaptive strategy is presented in detail, followed by a discussion of experimental results and a comparison with the competitive learning method.

4.1. Fine-Grained Adaptive Meaning Representation

The adaptive strategy maintains at all times only one meaning per word but makes the representation of this meaning more powerful and its use more flexible. The word “dobido” is at the first exposure stored with the meaning $M = \{\text{[green tall box]}\}$ and a certainty function $f_M(x) \in [0, 1]$ for each characteristic $x$ in the meaning $M$. In this case the features are [green], [tall] and [box]. This representation is strongly related to fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965) and prototype theory (Rosch, 1973).

4.2. Flexible Re-use in Language Processing

On the processing side a strategy for the compositional guessing game needs to specify the following processing components:

**Conceptualization and production:** Which subset of the features of the topic should the speaker express and which combination of words does he use to express them?

**Parsing and interpretation:** How should the hearer reconstruct the meaning of the received utterance and which object should he point to?

**Invention and adoption:** Which diagnostics and repair strategies do the agents have? How can they invent and adopt new words?

**Alignment:** How do the agents update their inventories?

4.2.1. Conceptualization and Production

How can the speaker maximize communicative success when expressing the topic? Expressing all perceptual features of the topic is not the best strategy because not all features are equally discriminative and the speaker might not (yet) have the expressive power to express every feature of the topic. For example when besides the topic other objects also are [red] it might be better not to express [red]. A good conceptualization for the speaker is thus a subset of features that is both discriminative and expressible.

The adaptive strategy puts re-use of existing words at the center of its linguistic processing. Agent can re-use a word even when some characteristics of the meaning mismatch with the topic. For example if the topic has characteristics [green
small box] an agent is still allowed to use the word “dobido” which has associated meaning [green tall box]. An agent can rank his words for a given set of features by employing a similarity function.

The similarity function takes as input a weighted meaning \( M \) and the characteristics of an object \( O \) (e.g. the topic) and returns a number in the interval \([-1, 1]\) as follows:

\[
\text{Similarity}(M, O) = \frac{|M \cap_w O|_w - |M \setminus_w O|_w}{|O|} \tag{1}
\]

Meaning \( M \) is a weighted set which means that for every element \( x \) in \( M \) function \( f_M(x) \) keeps a certainty score. The set operations intersection \( \cap_w \), set difference \( \setminus_w \) and cardinality \(||_w\) as used in the above similarity measure are adapted to take the certainty scores into account by using their fuzzy set counterparts. As such the intersection of two sets weighted \( A \) and \( B \) is a third weighted set \( C \) such that \( C = A \cap B \) with \( f_C(x) = \min\{f_A(x), f_B(x)\} \). Likewise the difference of two weighted sets \( A \) and \( B \) is a third weighted set \( C \) such that \( C = A \setminus B \) with \( f_C(x) = f_A(x) \). And finally the cardinality \( |A|_w \), instead of counting the elements in \( A \), takes the sum of the certainty scores of the elements in \( A \), \( |A|_w = \sum_{x \in A} f_A(x) \). For object \( O \) which is not a weighted set we assume that \( f_O(x) = 1, \forall x \in O \).

Given a meaning \( M \) and an object \( O \), Similarity takes all shared features and disjoint features between \( M \) and \( O \). Sharing features is thus beneficial for the similarity while the opposite is true for features that are not shared. Similarity\((M, O)\) will be high when \( M \) and \( O \) share many features with high certainty scores. Correspondingly, the result will be low when \( M \) and \( O \) have many disjoint features with high certainty scores. Furthermore when \( M \) is a subset of \( O \) the Similarity can never be negative because \( |M \setminus_w O|_w = 0 \). Negative similarity means that the weight of the disjoint features is larger than that of the shared features. Some examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Similarity}(\{(a .1) (b .5) (c .7)\}, (a b c)) & = \frac{2.2 - 0}{3} = 0.73 \\
\text{Similarity}(\{(a .5) (b .9) (c .3)\}, (d e f)) & = \frac{0 - .17}{3} = -0.57 \\
\text{Similarity}(\{(a .9)\}, (a b c)) & = \frac{0.9 - 0}{3} = 0.3 \\
\text{Similarity}(\{(a .5) (b .5) (c .5)\}, (a c d)) & = \frac{1 - .5}{3} = 0.17 \\
\text{Similarity}(\{(a .9) (b .1) (c l)\}, (a c d)) & = \frac{1.9 - .1}{3} = 0.6 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Finally we extend the Similarity function so that given an utterance \( U \) and an object \( O \), Similarity\((U,O) = \text{Similarity}(\bigcup_{w \in U} \text{Meaning}(w), O) \) where the union \( \bigcup \) takes the fuzzy union between sets \( A \) and \( B \) such that \( C = A \cup_w B = A \cup B \) with \( f_C(x) = \max\{f_A(x), f_B(x)\} \).
In production the speaker wishes to \textit{maximize} the similarity between his utterance and the topic and \textit{minimize} the similarity between that same utterance and the other objects in the context. Production then is a search process which, given a context $C$ and a topic $T$, finds the utterance as follows:

$$\text{Produce}(C,T) = U \text{ which maximizes } \text{Similarity}(U,T) - \arg\max_{O \in C \setminus T} \text{Similarity}(U,O).$$

The final utterance is that subset of the lexicon that strikes the optimal balance between being most similar to the topic and being most distant from the other objects of the context. This results in a context sensitive multi-word utterance and involves an implicit, on-the-fly discrimination using the lexicon.

The hearer points to the object $O$ which has highest similarity with the utterance according to his lexicon:

$$\text{Interpret}(C,U) = O \text{ which maximizes } \text{Similarity}(U,0)$$

The most important benefit of using a similarity measure is the great flexibility in word combination, especially in the beginning when the features have low certainty scores. The flexibility allows the agents to use (combinations of) words that do not fully conform to the meaning to be expressed, resembling what Langacker (2002) calls \textit{extension}. The ability to use linguistic items beyond their specification is a necessity in high dimensional spaces for maintaining a balance between lexicon size and coverage (expressiveness).

4.3. Invention and Adoption

The flow of the language game depicted in Figure 3 does not include learning. Both production and parsing can fail, forcing the speaker or hearer to extend their lexicons. In addition, even when production and parsing were successful the game itself might be a failure (e.g. because of misaligned lexicons), again forcing the agents not only to adapt their scores but also to alter their linguistic inventories more drastically.

In production, before actually uttering the utterance the speaker first places himself in the role of the hearer and tries to interpret the utterance himself, a process called \textit{re-entrance} (Steels, 2003). Re-entrance rests on the same principles as the \textit{Obverter} strategy introduced by Oliphant & Batali (1997) and later also incorporated in the models of Kirby (2002). When re-entrance leads the speaker to a different topic than his own intended topic it means that no utterance could be found
which successfully refers to the topic in the given context. In this case the speaker invents a new form (a random string) and associates to it, with very low initial certainty scores, all features of the topic that were not yet expressed in the utterance. For example if the topic consists of categories [tall blue distant box] and the agent came up with utterance “wabado dipozu” with a combined meaning of [tall black distant] then, in case re-entrance fails, the speaker will invent a word with initial meaning [blue box]. More formally, given an utterance $U$ and a topic $T$ the new meaning $M_{new}$ is arrived at as follows:

$$M_{new} = T \setminus \bigcup_{w \in U} \text{Meaning}(w) \text{ with } f_{M_{new}}(x) = 0.05 \quad (2)$$

When the hearer encounters a novel word in the utterance he needs a way to associate an initial representation of meaning with this novel word form. The hearer first interprets the words he does know and tries to play the game without adopting the novel forms. At the end of the game, when he has knowledge of the topic (see Figure 3), the hearer associates all unexpressed features with the the novel form, which is the exact same as the speaker does [see equation (2)]. Just as with invention the initial certainty scores for the features start out very low, capturing the uncertainty of this initial representation. Although invention and adoption use the same strategy to come up with the initial hypothesis the hearer uses his own interpretation for this and in practice the speakers and hearers initial hypotheses can be quite distinct.

With invention and adoption covered this leaves us with the alignment strategy. From the perspective of self-organizing dynamics, alignment is the most crucial part of the language game.

4.4. Alignment

In the previous sections we have seen how the similarity measure allows the agents to flexibly use their words. This flexibility, which leverages the power of re-use, entails that the agents can express and interpret meanings of which some categories mismatch with the topic. For example for a topic composed of categories [blue small ball] and an utterance consisting of the words “baduzo” [blue] and “fudega” [distant ball] the categories [blue] and [ball] match whereas [distant] does not. In such a case Langacker (2002) calls the use of the word “fudega” an extension which entails “strain”. This strain in usage in turn affects the meanings of these linguistic items. The certainty score of the features that raised similarity are
incremented (rewarded) and the others are decremented (punished). This resembles the psychological phenomena of entrenchment, and its counterpart semantic erosion (also referred to as semantic bleaching or desemantisation). In the example [blue] associated to “baduzo” and [ball] associated to “fudega” are entrenched while the association of [distant] with “fudega” gets eroded. If by decrementing the certainty score of a feature, it drops below zero, the feature is removed from the word meaning, resulting in a more general word meaning.

Features cannot only erode they can also be added when an agent believes his current word meaning is not similar to the conventionalized one. There is only one case in which an agent can reasonably believe this to be the case, namely when he, as a hearer in a language game knows all the spoken words but yet failed at pointing to the intended topic. Obviously this means that the speaker must have different features associated with the spoken words. In this case the hearer adds all unexpressed features of the topic, again with very low certainty scores, to all uttered words, thus making the meanings of those words more specific.

Combining similarity-based flexibility with entrenchment and semantic erosion, word meanings gradually shape themselves to better conform with future use. Repeated over thousands of language games, the word meanings progressively refine and shift, capturing frequently co-occurring features (clusters) in the world, thus implementing a search through the enormous hypothesis space, and capturing only what is functionally relevant.

5. Experimental Results

We tested the Adaptive Strategy by letting populations of 25 agents play ten repeated series of 50000 language games. Since only two agents participate in each game, a single agent takes part in only 4000 out of the total 50000 games. Two measures, being communicative success and average lexical coherence, are shown in Figure 7. The agents register communicative success when the hearer points to the topic the speaker intended. It is a Boolean measure which is averaged over the last 500 interactions. Communicative success is a usage-based measure showing whether the agents are capable of bootstrapping and aligning a language system suitable for playing the language games. High communicative success does not necessarily require or entail high lexical coherence. Lexical coherence shows how aligned (or coherent) the lexicons of the agents are, by comparing the similarity of the meanings for the same word form in all agents. Coherence is high when agents associate the same set of features to the same word forms, it is low when meanings for the same word forms differ significantly among agents.
From quite early on (at around interaction 10000), the agents communicate successfully in more than 90% of the cases. Due to the alignment dynamics, coherence increases but nevertheless stagnates around 0.5. This means that the average similarity over the population for the meanings associated to the same word form is 0.5. Remember that the similarity measures ranges between $-1$ and 1. This result shows that the agents do not require full alignment in order to communicate successfully. One of the main reasons why alignment stops increasing is because the agents have different perceptions of the same scenes, using only the context it is thus impossible to arrive at a fully aligned communication system.

In order to understand the alignment process better, we looked at how the meaning of a single word in one agent evolves over time. The alignment dynamics continuously adapt the certainty scores of the associated features and as such shape
the meaning as a whole over the course of many usage events. Figure 8 gives two examples of the shaping of word meanings over time. Despite some other associations that disappear very quickly, the word in Figure 8a is initially only connected to width-2. Over the course of many interactions, more and more features are associated (luminance-3 at around interaction 3000, green-red-4 at interaction 7000 and finally height-2 at interaction 22000). So this word changed from being very general (“thin”) to very specific (“thin, low, bright and red”). The word in Figure 8b is an example of the opposite. It starts out very specific, with connections to green-red-4, yellow-blue-2, height-2, width-2, luminance-3 (“orange, small and bright”). It loses most of these features, becoming very general (“orange”) towards the end.

6. A Comparison with a Competitive Strategy

So far we have established that agents endowed with the Adaptive Strategy can successfully bootstrap and align a shared lexicon under demanding conditions, such as embodied data and different perceptions. The question remains whether the two main aspects of this strategy, namely an adaptive representation and flexible processing, are in fact responsible for this level of performance.

To investigate this we implemented a second strategy, which is inspired by the cross-situational models presented in Siskind (1996); Smith (2005); De Beule et al. (2006); Smith et al. (2006); Vogt & Divina (2007); Van Looveren (1999). Just as the model underlying the Adaptive Strategy, these models were proposed to deal with the problem of meaning uncertainty. They were however not developed to handle a communicative task as demanding as in the current experimental setup. For example most of them (Siskind (1996); Smith (2005); Smith et al. (2006); Vogt & Divina (2007); Van Looveren (1999)) assume a one-to-one mapping of a feature to a word form and thus did not allow combinations of features (see Figure 4b). In contrast to an adaptive meaning representation (i.e. every feature is scored) these models represent the uncertainty by enumerating competing hypotheses and relying on dynamics at the level of the lexicon to eliminate this competition (and thus the uncertainty) over time. Furthermore none of these models employ a type of flexible processing since they rely on a strict covering algorithm instead of similarity as in the Adaptive Strategy. In what follows strategies inspired by these models will be called Competitive Strategies, since they rely on an enumeration of competing hypotheses.

As we did for the Adaptive Strategy we briefly give an overview of the representational and processing aspects of the implemented Competitive Strategy. On
Figure 8. Adaptive word meanings. Each graph shows, for one particular word in the lexicon of one agent, the certainty score of the associated features. In order to keep the graphs readable, the agents have been given access to only 5 sensory channels (width, height, luminance, green-red, yellow-blue).
the representational side the agents keep a certainty score for every word meaning association. This score reflects the amount of times the meaning was compatible with (i.e. a subset of) the topic.

From a processing perspective the Competitive Strategy works as follows.

**Conceptualization and Production:** A speaker can enumerate all minimal discriminative subsets of the topic and choose the discrimination that can be best covered with the words from his lexicon. A lexical entry “covers” a part of the meaning when its associated features are a subset of the features of the meaning and is thus stricter than using a similarity measure. The end result is that the speaker will find the most successful (based on the averaged certainty scores) minimal utterance to describe the topic.

**Parsing and Interpretation:** Upon hearing the utterance the hearer generates all possible interpretations for the words in the utterance, by taking the unions of their meanings. He ranks these interpretations based on the average certainty scores of the words and compares these to each object in the context. Finally he points to that object which is compatible with the highest ranked interpretation.

**Invention and Adoption:** Even when the speaker cannot fully cover any minimal discrimination of the topic, denoting he cannot construct an utterance, he is still able to find the best partial coverage. Using this partial coverage or utterance he invents a new word associating all uncovered features of the partially covered discrimination to it. In adoption the hearer does more or less the same when he encounters a novel word form. Using the feedback from pointing he knows the intended topic and finds the best partial interpretation for it based on the words he knows. He then creates a new word for the novel form and associates all uncovered attributes to it.

**Alignment:** The speaker updates the certainty scores of his used words. He also dampens synonyms based on lateral inhibition dynamics as used in the Naming Game (Steels & Loetzsch, 2012, this volume). The hearer has a slightly more refined updating mechanism. Since he now knows the intended topic and the utterance he increases the certainty score for all lexical entries that could have been part of a successful interpretation. Furthermore if the game is a failure and there was no possible correct interpretation given his lexicon he will generate meaning competitors (i.e. words with the same form
but different meaning) for the words in the utterance such that in the future a successful interpretation would be possible.

6.1. Experimental results

We compared both strategies by endowing one population of agents with the Adaptive Strategy and one with the Competitive Strategy. However, the Competitive Strategy is not capable of reaching communicative success under the same experimental conditions as those for the Adaptive Strategy shown in Figure 7. We thus reduced the population size from 25 to 5, the amount of perceptual features per object from 16 to 5 (only width, height and three color features remain) and also allowed both agents (robots) to share the same perception of the scene. In other words they used only one camera and thus perceived the exact same perceptual features per object.

We again measured communicative success and lexical coherence as shown in Figure 9. Even though the above limitations were in place, the Adaptive Strategy reaches higher levels of communicative success, reaches them faster and they remain more stable. The main reason for this can be found in graph (b) which show that lexical coherence grows much more slowly in the population with the Competitive Strategy. The large amount of meaning competitors in the lexicon requires a long time to get successfully eliminated.

In these experimental runs both the population size and the number of perceptual features were scaled down and the problems of different perceptions were eliminated by sharing one view of the scene. Starting from the relaxed experimental setup as used for Figure 9 we again measured communicative success but altered one of the three parameters so that the effect of the parameter could be shown in isolation. Results are shown in Figure 10. The bars in the chart depict average communicative success of the final 500 games. The total number of games played was 100000 for graph (a) and 50000 for graph (b) and (c). Graph (a) shows the impact of scaling up the size of the population from five to one hundred. Although the Competitive Strategy works fine for five agents it has difficulties to cope with an increase in the number of agents. More agents lead to more inventions and thus tax the alignment much heavier.

Next the number of perceptual features per object was increased form 5 to 16, starting with width, height, luminance, green-red, blue-yellow and adding x y, standard deviations for the three color channels and finally adding a maximum and minimum value for each color channel giving a total of 16 features.
Figure 9. Comparison of communicative success (graph a) and lexical coherence (graph b) for the Adaptive and Selectionist Strategy using a population of only five agents averaged over ten runs of 50000 interactions. Furthermore the agents share the same perception (camera) of the scene and are thus bypassing the difficulties introduced by differences in perception. Also the number of features per object was reduced from ten to five, keeping only the five most informative features (width, height and three color features).
Figure 10. Comparison of robustness and scaling of the Adaptive and Selectionist Strategy for a population of five agents averaged over ten runs after 100000 interactions for the graph a) and 50000 interactions for graphs b) and c).
Again the Competitive Strategy struggles with the increasing number of features. This is mainly due to the exponential increase of potential meaning competitors as the number of features increases. Finally graph (c) shows that the Competitive Strategy is not robust to different perceptions of the scene for which the main reason lies in the discriminatory phase and the non-flexible application of the lexical entries.

7. Conclusion

Although word learning is often equated to a mapping task in which the learner needs to map word forms to meanings or concepts, we investigate a different approach that sees the child as constructing and gradually shaping word meanings Bowerman & Choi (2001). The hypothesis is that “…the use of words in repeated discourse interactions in which different perspectives are explicitly contrasted and shared, provide the raw material out of which the children of all cultures construct the flexible and multi-perspectival – perhaps even dialogical – cognitive representations that give human cognition much of its awesome and unique power” (Tomasello, 1999, p. 163). Children cannot have at hand all the concepts and perspectives that are embodied in the words of the language they are learning – they have to construct them over time through language use. Moreover, the enormous diversity found in human natural languages (Haspelmath et al., 2005; Levinson, 2001) and the subtleties in word use (Fillmore, 1977) suggest that language learners can make few a priori assumptions and even if they could, they still face a towering uncertainty in identifying the more subtle aspects of word meaning and use. The adaptive representation can be seen as an implementation of the notion of a prototype as introduced by Rosch (1973). Also more recently (Tomasello, 2001, p. 133) indirectly criticized the competitive approach as follows “…One approach to the problem of referential indeterminacy in the study of lexical acquisition is the so-called “constraints” approach. In this view a learner, […], attempts to acquire a new word by: (1) creating a list of possible hypotheses about how the new word “maps” onto the real world, and (2) eliminating incorrect hypotheses in a semi-scientific manner. […]. The problem is that, […], there are simply too many possible hypotheses to be tested in a given case.”.

We believe the core ideas of the presented model, namely adaptive representation and flexible processing, can also be extended to more abstract grammatical constructions for example in the formation of semantic categories. The core ideas can be seen as simplifications of the mechanisms at work in grammaticalization (Heine, 1997), with adaptive representations referring to mechanisms of erosion
and desemantisation and flexible processing to more subtle cognitive capabilities of extension and metaphor. To pursue these ideas would be a very interesting direction for further investigation. Another interesting avenue of research is to combine the strengths of both the Adaptive and Competitive Strategy. Especially for the emergence of syntactic categories the Competitive Strategy might bring an added value or even be necessary, as for example in Gong et al. (2009).

We introduced a fully implemented model for word learning that can cope with the problem of meaning uncertainty in a robust way. The key to this robustness lies in the adaptive representation of meaning and the flexible use of the linguistic items. This flexibility not only allows more pervasive re-use but also provides the required feedback to slightly adapt the representation of meaning in alignment. The model scales well with population size and features per object. It can also handle problems stemming from embodied data such as differing perceptions of the same scene. These scaling and robustness characteristics were not found when tested with another less adaptive model.
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